Introduction
The fiscal theory of the price level is a controversial and strongly unorthodox body of analysis developed primarily by Leeper (1991) , Sims (1994) , and Woodford (1994 Woodford ( , 1995 Woodford ( , 2001 ). The main critics have been Buiter (2002) and McCallum (1999 McCallum ( , 2001 McCallum ( , 2003a . 1 One aspect of the latter's approach has been to contrast the fiscal theory's predictions regarding price level behavior with that of traditional monetarist doctrine. On that basis, it has been argued that the distinguishing feature of the fiscal theory is its prediction of "price level paths that are dominated by bond stock behavior and [are] very different from the path of the nominal money stock" (McCallum, 2003a, p. 647) .
It must be acknowledged, however, that the issue of what actually constitutes the core message of the fiscal theory is not itself an area of general agreement. Woodford (2003a) , for example, disputes the characterization of the fiscal theory given above, instead contending that the leading example of the fiscal theory involves an interest rate peg by the central bank. In that example, money and prices do move together. In addition, he argues that the main message of the fiscal theory is that the intertemporal government budget constraint can be "an important factor in determining inflation" (2003a, p. 1185, emphasis added), not necessarily the factor. Similarly, Gordon and Leeper (2005) emphasize, as the "prototype" or "conventional" fiscal theory, a model in which the fiscal policy specification matters for money and price level behavior, but in which money and prices do move together in equilibrium.
The purpose of the present paper is to discuss some key issues regarding the fiscal theory of the price level (FTPL) and to emphasize the usefulness of comparisons that involve sharp distinctions between FTPL and monetarist doctrine. We argue that only cases in which the price level path veers away from the path of the money stock should be regarded as reflecting a bona fide FTPL. The other scenarios described by fiscal-theory advocates amount to descriptions of the process of monetary accommodation of fiscal balances, a phenomenon fully reconcilable with standard monetary theory. To justify and emphasize this reconciliation, we provide a discussion of the treatment of fiscal policy in standard monetary analysis and in monetarist doctrine in particular. It is those versions of the fiscal theory that produce irreconcilable differences with orthodox monetary analysis that, we argue, have provided the impetus for the FTPL to attract widespread
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1 Other critical discussions include Kocherlakota and Phelan (1999) and, more recently, Arce (2004 Arce ( , 2005 and Niepelt (2004). attention; without them, the FTPL results would arguably be minor and obscure curiosities. As we discuss below, the variants of the FTPL based on interest-rate rules do depart in some exceptional cases from monetarist positions, notably on whether the stipulated monetary policy rule can insulate the money stock from fiscal influences. But they do not reproduce the strikingly aberrant behavior of prices and velocity generated by the FTPL with money stock rules.
In addition, building on recent discussions-notably ones concerning the learnability of FTPL equilibria (see Evans and Honkapohja, 2004; McCallum, 2003a; and Woodford, 2003a )-we also consider some arguments about the plausibility of the equilibria described by the FTPL, under both money stock and interest-rate rules. Such arguments tend predominantly to support the orthodox, monetarist view of price level determination.
Our discussion proceeds as follows. We first consider the fiscal theory of the price level in fairly generic terms starting from the traditional equation of exchange (Section 2).
Then in Section 3 we consider the FTPL in a dynamic model consistent with optimizing behavior, and review the arguments developed in McCallum (1999 McCallum ( , 2001 McCallum ( , 2003a for favoring the alternative, monetarist solution to the model. Some important doctrinal considerations are put forward in Section 4. Then Section 5 revisits recent results on interest-rate rules and the FTPL in light of the preceding discussion. Section 6 briefly considers issues pertaining to a "cashless" economy, and Section 7 concludes.
At the outset we should emphasize two premises that we maintain throughout. First, our entire discussion takes place in a framework where Ricardian equivalence results typically hold. As stressed by Woodford (1995, p. 5) , the importance of fiscal policy in the FTPL does not arise from the use of models well known to generate violations of Ricardian equivalence-e.g., finite-horizon models or ones with distorting taxes-and so it is appropriate to examine the debate on the FTPL under conditions such that Ricardian equivalence typically prevails.
2 Second, in discussing alternative theories of the price level, our analysis is conditional on there being an inherited, initial price level. Thus, rival theories will be contrasted in terms of the solutions they provide for the price level for period 1-the policy's period of initiation-and in subsequent periods, conditional on the period 0 price level. This assumption means, in effect, that the expression for the constant term in the solution for the price level is provided by the initial condition, and
does not need to be provided by the monetary policy rule. By making this assumption, we can focus on what alternative theories claim are the implications of alternative policy rules for price level dynamics, or, equivalently, for the inflation rate.
The FTPL and velocity behavior
In this section we provide an overview of the alternative implications of the monetary and fiscal theories for the money/price-level relationship, prior to considering more detailed models in Section 3. Let us start with the equation of exchange, MV = PY, expressed in logarithmic form as:
where m = log nominal stock of money, v = log velocity of circulation, p = log price level, and y = log output (real GDP). As is well known, the equation of exchange is a model-free identity as long as no structure is imposed on velocity behavior. Using it as a starting point can nevertheless help to emphasize implications of structural models, in particular the version of the FTPL that we will focus upon. That FTPL variant implies unbounded discrepancies between m and p. In equation-of-exchange terms, the FTPL can then be thought of as an attempt to provide a model that can generate explosive behavior of velocity-indeed, velocity explosions that occur even when the nominal money stock is held constant. 3 Earlier generations of the monetary-vs.-fiscal-policy debate also delivered as limiting cases models that generated explosive velocity behavior, but arising from a source quite different from that used in the FTPL. We now provide some intuition for how the requisite explosion of velocity is produced in the FTPL framework.
Standard theories of money demand, including those used in the dynamic optimizing macroeconomic models typically employed in the FTPL literature, do impose structure which typically implies a velocity equation of the form v t = θ 0 + (1 − θ y ) y t + θ R R t , where θ y is the income elasticity of money demand and θ R > 0 is the negative of the semielasticity of money demand with respect to the rate of return on nominal short-term securities (assumed to be the alternative financial asset to money). With this structure
imposed and on rearrangement, the equation of exchange yields a familiar demand function for real money balances:
It is convenient also to take output (y t ) as fixed at its potential value y f . While such an assumption creates a great loss of generality in other contexts, this is not the case for this discussion of the distinction between the FTPL and standard monetary theory. Monetary and fiscal theories of the price level essentially differ on what factors trigger expansion of nominal aggregate demand, not on how excess demand pressures are transmitted to the inflation rate. The rival theories can accordingly be presented using the same specification of the Phillips curve. To that end, it is convenient to impose the assumption of price flexibility-so that output follows an exogenous path. Indeed, such a treatment has been standard in the literature that developed the FTPL, including Leeper (1991) and Woodford (1995) . And with potential output exogenous, nothing crucial to the exposition of the FTPL is lost by abstracting from fluctuations in potential output altogether. Then the first-differenced counterpart of (2) becomes
where g m t = Δm t is money growth and π t = Δp t inflation. These simplifications reveal that there are only two basic channels through which substantial, sustained divergences between m t and p t can occur. Arbitrarily large divergences of prices from money (and money growth from inflation) can occur if θ R is infinite, or if R t exhibits explosive behavior. Of these two channels, one is not used at all by the FTPL, while the second is only used in some variants of the FTPL.
The case of θ R = ∞, an infinitely interest-elastic money demand function, was known in the early Keynesian literature and monetarism-vs.-Keynesianism debate as "absolute liquidity preference."
5 Under such a parameter restriction, the slightest incipient movement in nominal interest rates produces an arbitrarily large movement in real money balances in the opposite direction. With log real balances being, by definition, the percentage deviation of the nominal money stock relative to the nominal price level, 
where Δr t is the first difference of the real interest rate. For the analysis here, it is legitimate to abstract from the Δr t term. Optimizing models provide little scope for anything other than transitory and/or one-time movements in real interest rates; thus, ongoing growth in the short-term real rate can be ruled out. 6 Suppressing the real-rate term, then, we have
which would appear to be an expectational difference equation for inflation. As the only other variable besides inflation in this relationship is the money stock, the equation would appear to provide support for the monetarist proposition that money growth is the sole financial variable that matters for inflation dynamics. Indeed, for an exogenous money The FTPL alternative would instead suggest quite a different interpretation of the implications of a constant money stock. Setting g m t = 0, and considering the resulting expression
the FTPL would not lead one to conclude that π t = 0 for all t, the solution suggested by standard monetary analysis, but instead that the price level is essentially determined by a different (and heretofore ignored) equation of the model. Instead of being sufficient to solve for prices, equation (6) instead describes one equilibrium condition that price-level and inflation dynamics must satisfy. In particular, they should have an explosive character-i.e., inflation and the expected change in inflation must explode together in just the manner required to balance the left and right hand sides of equation (6). The existence of a well-defined money demand function in this model ceases to guarantee that money growth and inflation move together in equilibrium. Indeed, in the FTPL, the government budget constraint is the key equation for solving for the price level, and prices explode in manner that mirrors the explosive behavior of the nominal bond stock.
See, e.g., Sargent and Wallace (1973) and Evans and Honkapohja (2003) . 8 As discussed in Section 4 below, monetarist doctrine does allow nonmonetary factors to affect the price level, while insisting that the inflation rate is a monetary phenomenon. In the simplified presentation here, however, the monetarist position would be that both the price level and inflation are monetary phenomena. 9 The solution for the price level is p = m + θ 0 − θ y y f + θ R r, with r and m the constant values of the real rate and the money stock.
Finally, to anticipate our discussion of interest-rate rules in Section 5, we note that some FTPL advocates, including Woodford (2001 Woodford ( , 2003a , place emphasis on equilibria that emerge under a policy of nominal interest rate pegging. Whatever the other features of those equilibria, it is clear that with the short rate R t pegged at R, the simplified money demand equation (2) becomes:
and so we have
Money and prices do not diverge in such equilibria; indeed, under the simplifications used here (no shocks or dynamics, and flexible prices), money growth and inflation match one another each period. Such an outcome, of course, is not a violation of monetarist predictions about money growth-inflation relations at all. This accounts for our depiction of FTPL results with money stock rules as constituting the heart of the FTPL. Before pursuing this point, however, let us consider in greater detail the FTPL with money stock rules.
The FTPL with an exogenous money stock
The examination of the FTPL in McCallum (1999 McCallum ( , 2001 as well as those of other commentators such as Kocherlakota and Phelan (1999) , Carlstrom and Fuerst (2000) , and Christiano and Fitzgerald (1999) , focused on cases with monetary policy specified in terms of a money stock rule-for simplicity, a constant money stock. That approach was consistent with some notable work by FTPL advocates, including Sims (1994) and Woodford (1995, p. 14) , which featured cases with a constant-money-stock rule, and which obtained solutions in which the price level and the nominal bond stock exploded but the real bond stock was stationary. Thus, these results featured the price level behaving like the nominal bond stock, not the quantity of money.
McCallum (1999, 2001, 2003a) took this case as the hallmark of the FTPL and argued that there is another model solution, with more traditional properties. 10 A simplified
Kocherlakota and Phelan (1999) reached a similar conclusion on more formal grounds.
version of these results may be useful. Let the money demand function be
with α = −θ R < 0. Again we suppress variation in output, the real rate, and the money demand shock to focus on differences between theories. The government budget constraint (GBC) in this setup is:
where g t and tx t are real government purchases and (lump sum) tax collections, respectively. In real terms, the GBC is:
where b t = B t /P t . (Note our mixed notation for lower-case variables: b t = B t /P t is a real quantity, while, as before, m t = log M t is a log nominal quantity.) With M t constant and r t = ρ, we have
Since 1 + ρ > 1.0, if g t -tx t is constant then b t , the real quantity of debt, explodes-unless somehow in period 1 b 1 takes the unique value −(1 + ρ)(g − tx)/ρ that is consistent with stationarity. That is what the FTPL says will happen; that in period t = 1, B 1 is given from the past and that period's general price level P 1 jumps to make
What about the price level in subsequent periods? With m t = m, the money demand
can be solved for p t . To solve this expectational difference equation, let us conjecture a solution that
even though p t−1 is extraneous (i.e., the lagged price level is not in equation (13), and thus is not a state variable according to the MSV solution criterion). Then E t p t+1 = φ 0 + φ 1 (φ 0 + φ 1 p t−1 ) and The "monetarist" solution, by contrast, is that P t grows at the rate 0 (since φ 1 = 0) and B t+1
= 0 for t = 1, 2, ..., since b t growing at rate ρ would violate a transversality condition necessary for optimality. Consistency of the latter with the usual FTPL assumption that fiscal policy specifies a constant, positive fiscal surplus relies upon an equilibrium condition in which government bond demand is less than or equal to bond supply; for development of this argument, see McCallum (2001 McCallum ( , 2003a ).
Both of these are algebraically legitimate rational expectations solutions; but which is plausibly realistic? McCallum (1999 McCallum ( , 2001 argued that the FTPL solution relied upon a "bubble" solution-that is, it introduced an extraneous state variable (here, p t−1 ) into the solution expressions. That variable is extraneous in the sense that an examination of the model equations would not justify specifying p t−1 as one of the predetermined variables that appears in the structure of the model. It would therefore not be included the list of state variables when solving the model by the minimum state variable procedure, implying that equilibria in which p t−1 does enter are "non-fundamental" solutions and therefore are arguably dubious. In this regard, we will consider important arguments from the recent literature in Section 5.
For now, it is sufficient to note that the above outline of the FTPL shares the perspective of several commentators in emphasizing the characteristic that the price level in the FTPL can be driven by a fiscal variable even when the money stock is constant. It is also in line with the position of Woodford (1995, p. 25 ) that the contrast between traditional and FTPL doctrine should be brought out by examples in which the stocks of money and government debt diverge. We will reaffirm that this is indeed the area where the debate between orthodox and fiscal theories should be focused. (2003a, p. 634) argues that the FTPL should be characterized as a theory that produces an equilibrium whose price level path is dominated by the behavior of the stock of government bonds, with the resulting price behavior "entirely unlike" that of the nominal stock of money. As noted above, prominent advocates of the fiscal theory prefer to define the theory differently, so as to cover cases where the money stock and price level actually do move together. In particular, an example emphasized in much of the FTPL literature is one in which the central bank stabilizes the nominal interest rate, permitting it to exhibit only a weak response to inflation. The scenario studied is where the stabilization of the nominal interest rate takes place in the face of an expanding government debt stock, leading to growth in both the money stock and the nominal price level. Woodford (2003a, p. 184) argues that the limiting case of such a scenario-an interest-rate peg-is the "leading example" of the fiscal theory, while Gordon and Leeper (2005, pp. 3, 20) similarly argue that interest-rate stabilization provides the basis for the "benchmark exposition of the fiscal theory," since in their definition the "conventional
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[fiscal] theory… does not hold fixed the path of the nominal money stock." In the paragraphs below, we argue that doctrinal considerations argue against defining the FTPL in a manner that views the rate-pegging example as the prototype version of the theory.
The essential problem with describing the fiscal theory with examples of interest-rate stabilization alongside fiscal expansion, and consequent growth in money and prices, is that such phenomena do not contradict key aspects of the orthodox analysis of price level determination. The FTPL does give different answers from standard analysis about the particular equilibrium that arises from interest-rate rules in some cases, as we discuss in the next section. But even in these FTPL equilibria, money growth and inflation move together closely. In those cases, therefore, the FTPL can be regarded as an account of how excessive monetary expansion comes about, not as an alternative to the monetary explanation of inflation.
The possibility that excessive money creation might arise from fiscal deficits was well recognized before the FTPL literature. In particular, the likelihood that an explosive government debt path would eventually trigger monetary expansion was an important message of Sargent and Wallace (1981) . Possibly as a consequence, the early debates on the fiscal theory seemed to take as common ground that the FTPL is not closely related to the phenomena discussed by Sargent and Wallace (1981) Woodford (2001) , who opens his paper with a quotation from a prominent monetarist (Brunner, 1986, p. 54) suggesting that "proposals for a monetary rule require a supplementary proposal for a fiscal rule," a statement that on the surface might seem to lend some support to the FTPL literature. The analysis below is intended to shed light on precisely what role monetarist doctrine assigned to monetary-fiscal policy coordination.
In determining representative "monetarist" positions on the role of fiscal policy in price level determination and policy-rule formulation, we consider the statements on the subject by the core monetarists: Milton Friedman, Anna Schwartz, Karl Brunner, and Allan Meltzer. Our discussion of monetarist doctrine considers four issues regarding monetary-fiscal interaction: (A) curbing inflation; (B) the influence of fiscal policy on I don't think monetary policy has to be backed up by fiscal policy at all. I think monetary policy can curb inflation.
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Similarly Meltzer (1977, p. 99) observes:
In principle, monetary policy can restore price stability even if the government continues to run large deficits.
Thus, in the monetarist view, monetary restraint is both necessary and sufficient to control inflation.
B. Role of fiscal expansion in producing monetary expansion.
A useful entry point to the monetarist position on the connection between fiscal and monetary expansion is the discussion by Friedman (1987) of the link between fiscal expansion and inflation:
Government spending may or may not be inflationary. It clearly will be inflationary if it is financed by creating money… If it is financed by taxes or by borrowing from the public, the main effect is that the government spends the funds instead of the taxpayer or instead of the lender or instead of the person who would otherwise have borrowed the funds. (Friedman, 1987, p. 17) .
Therefore, according to monetarist doctrine, there is no connection between deficit creation and inflation in principle. Nevertheless, Friedman also observes that, in practice:
Essentially all major inflations, especially hyperinflations, have resulted from resort by governments to the printing press to finance their expenditures under conditions of great stress such as defeat in war or internal revolution… (Friedman, 1987, p. 17) .
These wartime conditions correspond most closely to the experiment of "printing money"
to finance a deficit, i.e., of the central bank purchasing directly the debt issued by the government. Monetarists have observed that in peacetime practice, the more likely Fiscal policy may play an important role in producing and curing inflation. Its influence is primarily through its effect on the quantity of money. But its influence can be offset by other forces affecting the quantity of money. Large government surpluses in the USA in 1919 and 1920 did not prevent rapid inflation because they were accompanied by rapid monetary growth which financed private spending. Large government deficits in the USA in 1931 to 1933 did not produce rapid inflation or prevent severe deflation because they were accompanied by a sharp decline in the quantity of money which sharply reduced private spending.
Friedman has emphasized that these divergences are a general feature of the peacetime U.S. experience:
deficits have a direct effect on inflation when they are financed by creating money (as they were in the two world wars). But wartime periods aside, many other factors typically affect the rate of monetary growth, so that there is only the loosest relation in practice between monetary growth and deficits. (Friedman, 1981) .
Similarly, Brunner (1969) observes: "There are occurrences of inflations without large budget deficits and very large changes in deficits with no visible effect on the broad behavior of the economy." Meltzer (1976, p. 189) has argued that such a loose pattern extends even to certain hyperinflations:
Central banks are able to produce inflation without a budget deficit. Take the great German inflation of the 1920s… Much of that inflation was produced by giving credit to the private sector… We have inflation where the government budget is financed by printing money.
We have inflation where the private sector is financed by printing money.
Taken together, these quotations present a consistent picture of the monetarist position.
Monetarists by no means denied the existence of pressure to monetize fiscal deficits, and accepted that such monetization was an implication of interest-rate pegging; but they also There is no evidence that temporary deficits are inflationary unless they are financed, directly or indirectly, by faster money growth. There is considerable evidence that large, persistent deficits cannot be financed without inflation.
The reference here to "directly or indirectly" pertains to the consequences of an interestrate pegging policy, noted above.
Monetarists do acknowledge that, for given money growth, fiscal expansion can place upward pressure on real and so nominal interest rates, and thereby raise the opportunity cost of holding money. Such a shift means that nominal spending rises even when the nominal money stock is held constant. Thus, Brunner (1975, p. 95) observed: "An explosion of government debt financing raises the long-run level of velocity." As has been frequently noted, however, 13 this real interest rate/money demand channel does not constitute the link between fiscal expansion and inflation underpinning the fiscal theory of the price level, so monetarist and fiscalist theories cannot be reconciled via this route.
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Moreover, the money demand channel does not preclude a purely monetarist view of inflation determination, in light of the monetarist distinction between inflation and onetime shifts in the price level. Brunner and Meltzer (1975) , for example, observe:
The conditions for steady, long-run fiscal inflation are unlikely to be met in practice. Adjustments to fiscal change can produce higher or lower price levels, not steady inflation or deflation. To reach higher levels, prices must rise, and the rate of change can persist for some time… [T]he rate of price change… declines to zero as the economy adjusts to the fiscal position. (Brunner and Meltzer, 1975, p. 42) .
It was the lack of support that the opportunity-cost/velocity channel provides for sustained inflation that led Brunner (1980) to conclude: "[T]he level of deficits, large and small, exert [s] per se (that is, irrespective of the feedback via money creation) no effect on the rate of inflation." It should be noted also that even the price level effect of fiscal expansion is weakened to the extent that agents have infinite horizons and perceive the fiscal operation as permanent; in that case, private consumption adjusts downwards and the real interest rate becomes less sensitive to fiscal policy.
D. Monetary-fiscal policy coordination. The role of monetary-fiscal policy coordination in monetarist analysis is implied by the following observations by Friedman (1987):
Fiscal policy is extremely important in determining what fraction of total national income is spent by government and who bears the burden of that expenditure. It is also extremely important in determining monetary policy and, via that route, inflation. (Friedman, 1987, p. 17) .
Specifically on deficits, Friedman has noted:
In an economic sense, the budget is always balanced. The only question is how the total tax is divided between open and above-board taxes… and hidden taxes… and Friedman distinguishes between two types of "hidden tax," only one of which is inflationary:
Insofar as it [the deficit] was financed by printing money, we paid for it by the hidden tax of inflation; insofar as it was financed by borrowing, we paid for it in the form of an even more subtle hidden tax on wealth. (Friedman, 1984) .
On a similar note, Schwartz (1985) In particular, she notes that the coordination should recognize that attempting to peg or administer interest rates on government debt in the face of deficits will imply an expanding money stock and so will be "at the cost of changes in the general price level" (Schwartz, 1985, p. 100) .
In 1980, the Shadow Open Market Committee, at the time including Brunner, Meltzer, and Schwartz in its membership, characterized the importance of fiscal policy in the following terms:
Fiscal expansion makes anti-inflation monetary policy less credible by increasing the size of the budget deficit, raising real interest rates and adding to the widespread belief that the Federal Reserve will finance the deficit by raising money growth… (1980, p. 384).
Importantly, these observations are prefaced by the statement: "Monetary policy can end inflation without a supporting fiscal policy" (1980, p. 384).
Thus, the normative prescriptions of prominent monetarists did assign a role to fiscal policy in demand control. But that role was limited to (a) an explicit recognition by the government that it had to choose between different methods of financing of its spending, one of which (money creation) implied a choice of the inflation rate, and (b) creation of debt-management and deficit-control arrangements that restrain fears of monetary accommodation, either now or in the future. Neither of these policy prescriptions rests on, or endorses, the message of the fiscal theory that the debt path matters for the path of the price level irrespective of any feedback of government debt onto money creation.
On the basis of the above sketch of monetarist doctrine, it seems appropriate to summarize it as:
(I) A restrictive monetary policy can cure inflation even in the absence of fiscal restriction.
(II) Fiscal expansion produces inflationary pressure insofar as it is accommodated by monetary policy, or is expected to be accommodated in the future. In practice, several major inflations have reflected monetization of deficits; but some moderate and major inflations have been due to inflationary monetary policies that have occurred without major fiscal deficits.
(III) Fiscal expansion in the face of monetary restriction does not produce inflationary pressure.
(IV) Proposals for a monetary policy rule require a fiscal policy rule, as stated in the Brunner (1986) passage that Woodford (2001) indeed, it is the mirror image of the monetarist position that fiscal policy matters for inflation only via its effect on money creation.
Interest-rate rules and the FTPL
Let us now reconsider some of the discussion of interest-rate rules that has taken place in the FTPL literature. A useful starting point is Leeper's (1991) argument that monetary and fiscal policy coordination was needed for model "determinacy," that is, a single, dynamically stable rational expectations solution. He worked (in a standard flexibleprice model) with monetary and fiscal rules as follows:
i.e., with the central bank conducting policy with an interest-rate rule that responds to current inflation, and with the fiscal authority's (lump-sum) real tax collections (tx t ) being set in response to the real stock of government bonds outstanding. Leeper defined monetary policy to be "active" if |μ 1 | > 1 + ρ and "passive" otherwise-AM vs. PM-and fiscal policy to be "passive" if ρ < τ 1 < 2 + ρ and "active" otherwise (PF vs. AF).
-
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Leeper's results regarding determinacy are summarized in Figure 1 , which is based on Evans and Honkapohja (2004) . Note that if both monetary policy and fiscal policy are passive, indeterminacy prevails, while if both are active there is no stable rational expectations solution.
Note also that μ 1 > 1 + ρ approximately corresponds to the "Taylor principle" regarding the policy response of the nominal interest rate to inflation, which most analysts would take to be necessary for a sensible R t policy rule. 15 Thus Leeper terms as "active" a monetary policy that we would characterize as sensible.
For fiscal policy, Leeper's terminology is in a sense reversed, for fiscal policy is called passive if ρ < τ 1 < 2 + ρ, and active otherwise. Our point is that, within this region, ρ < τ 1 < 1 + ρ is the parameter range where fiscal policy tends to retire a positive fraction of government debt each period (in the absence of government revenue provided by monetary policy)-i.e., to be stabilizing. In this case, fiscal policy would be behaving sensibly, so as to stabilize the amount of government debt outstanding-rather than letting it grow explosively (if τ 1 < ρ) or paying off more than the outstanding debt in one period (if 1 + ρ < τ 1 ). Thus we see that sensible fiscal policy is labeled "passive," while sensible monetary policy is called "active."
Terminology aside, Sims (1994) and Woodford (1995) adopted Leeper's policy specification and concluded that a determinate solution could be obtained with μ 1 = 0 (i.e., a pegged R t ) if fiscal policy was active, and also that monetary-fiscal coordination was needed. Woodford (1995, p. 35) argued that these results constitute a challenge to traditional doctrine regarding price level determination, stating that "quantity-theoretic ideas can be quite misleading."
In this context, our main dissent from the FTPL position regarding about the consequences of the R t policy rule findings for standard theory is, as stated above, that the equilibria involved do not clash with key monetarist postulates. Instead, money and prices move together. This key point notwithstanding, it is true that there is, as Evans and Honkapohja (2004) establish, a competition between "monetarist" and "fiscalist" (Evans and Honkapohja, 2004) solutions in the interest-rate-rule case that parallels the competition between the two equilibria that occur in the constant-money-stock case. Those who, like Leeper (1991) , favor the fiscalist solution tend to stress the need for monetary and fiscal policy coordination implied by that solution. And it is true, as we discuss below, that the role of coordination implied by the "fiscalist" solution does clash in certain respects with the baseline monetarist position concerning coordination as we have defined it in Section 4.
Let us therefore discuss in detail specific aspects of the "monetarist" and "fiscalist" equilibria, and the conflicting conclusions on the role of coordination. We can then consider recent work on discriminating between the alternative equilibria.
We again assume the flexible-price, no-real-shock conditions that imply a constant real rate, so the Fisher equation is simply R t = r + E t π t+1 . Let us suppress the constant r as well as the intercept terms in the policy rules (16) and (17), and add a monetary policy shock to (16) so that it becomes R t = μ 1 π t + e Rt , with e Rt white noise. Also, for the time being we assume that μ 1 > 0. Then, as in Leeper (1991) and Evans and Honkapohja (2004) , substitution of the monetary policy rule into the Fisher equation leads to a key equation describing inflation dynamics:
From the minimum-state-variable perspective, this equation is sufficient to solve for inflation in the model. The equation constitutes a self-contained system, which one can solve forward to express inflation in terms of the single forcing process in the equation, the monetary policy shock e Rt . To that end, (18) can be solved forward as . Thus, with e Rt white noise, we have
Solution (19) is termed the "monetarist" solution by Evans and Honkapohja (2004) -the "monetarist" label being justified by the fact that the parameters and variables that appear in the monetary policy rule enter the solution expression, but those in the fiscal policy rule do not.
From the perspective of the FTPL literature, by contrast, equation (18) is not a selfcontained system; other equations in the model should be consulted and any other state variables that appear in those equations are candidates to appear alongside e Rt in the solution expression for inflation. As the stock of government bonds (b t ) appears in the government budget constraint, it constitutes an additional state variable, and the equilibrium expression for inflation becomes:
where the K i are each functions of both monetary and fiscal rule parameters (again, see Evans and Honkapohja (2004) for the derivation of this solution). Thus we have two candidate equilibria, with different solution expressions for inflation: one in which inflation is a function of the monetary policy shock alone, and one where inflation depends both upon this shock and also on the quantity of bonds.
While money growth and inflation move together in all stable equilibria, and so reflect a key monetarist feature, the fiscalist solution (20) imposes a different implied hypothesis about the manner in which fiscal deficits are accommodated by monetary policy.
Consider first the monetarist equilibrium. Note that under our flexible-price assumption, upward pressure on growth in nominal aggregate demand amounts to immediate inflationary pressure, and so the monetary policy rule (16) is in effect an interest-rate reaction to developments in aggregate nominal spending. 16 In the monetarist equilibrium, the stronger the response to inflation in the policy rule, the greater the extent to which fiscal expansion is offset by reduced private spending. Thus ever more "active" monetary policy is progressively more successful at restraining the extent to which fiscal expansion triggers growth in nominal spending and money. Weaker responses (smaller μ 1 values) allow fiscal expansion to have a greater effect on money growth. In the monetarist solution, therefore, a bond/money stock relationship will emerge, but will be a by-product of monetary policymakers' degree of permissiveness with respect to pressure on nominal spending growth. These features are reflected in the fact that inflation depends only on monetary policy shocks in the solution. The accommodation of deficits implied by permissive (or "passive") policies with small μ 1 values is reflected in the solution coefficient −(1/μ 1 ) being larger (in absolute value) in those cases, reflecting less period-by-period control of inflation; that accommodation route does not imply an explicit fiscal term in the equilibrium expressions for money growth or inflation.
The situation is quite different under the monetary accommodation process envisaged by the fiscalist solution. Here, accommodation of deficits is more automatic-influenced by the existence of the government budget constraint rather than governed by the interestrate rule alone. From equations (3) and (20), the expression for money growth in the fiscalist equilibrium is
compared to the simpler expression in the monetarist equilibrium:
So the money growth expression in the monetarist equilibrium is simply a function of monetary policy rule and money demand coefficients. But in the fiscalist equilibrium it inherits additional terms involving fiscal-rule parameters, the bond stock, and the change in the bond stock. In the fiscalist equilibrium, under an interest-rate rule, strong responses in the interest-rate rule to aggregate demand pressure do not ensure control of the quantity of money and nominal spending. The FTPL amounts here to the result that, even when the monetary authority has a response to inflation in its interest-rate rule of its own choosing, the only way for it to have full control of the money stock is to control fiscal policy. Fiscal-monetary policy coordination is therefore necessary for inflation control, reflected in the appearance of the bond stock in the inflation solution (20).
The equilibria offered by the FTPL literature on interest-rate rules therefore arise from a particular vision of the process of monetary accommodation of government debt. In terms of our four-point characterization of monetarist doctrine in Section 4, these FTPL equilibria are fully reconcilable with proposition (II), but reflect some tension with respect to propositions (I), (III) and (IV). In particular, the fiscalist solution breaks the link between ever-more active interest-rate rules and ever-greater control of the money stock that exists under the monetarist solution, so that propositions (I) and (III) may not hold if "restrictive monetary policy" is defined as active interest-rate rule monetary policy. Consequently, the need for monetary-fiscal coordination would appear to be pressing, and not simply a manner of ensuring discipline on the part of the monetary authority, as was suggested by monetarist proposition (IV). It is therefore of importance to consider the relative plausibility of the monetarist and fiscalist solutions, and whether the monetarist postulates survive in that light.
Much of the emphasis by FTPL supporters has been on conditions necessary for determinacy. Recently, however, there has been some redirection of emphasis toward the learnability of equilibrium in the sense of Evans and Honkapohja (2003) , a property that is arguably necessary for the equilibrium to be regarded as plausible. 17 Specifically, this is the position tacitly taken by Woodford (2003a) . Since it is also the position of McCallum (2003a McCallum ( , 2003b , it seems to be emerging as one on which some pro-FTPL and anti-FTPL analysts can agree.
In McCallum (2003a) , the cases considered are ones with a money stock instrument, and it is found that the monetarist solution is learnable whereas the FTPL one is not. A more rigorous analysis of the same type is developed by Evans and Honkapohja (2004) , who use a fully specified nonlinear model and obtain the same results. Also, they take up Woodford's (2003a) objection, that the exclusion of b t from the list of state variables biases the outcome, and reject it.
Woodford ( because other values imply perverse policy. Also, they assume τ 1 < 1 + ρ because the 1 + ρ < τ 1 case would (around the steady state) retire all debt in one period.
Their results are summarized in Figure 2 , based on their figure but with additional labels that we discuss presently. 18 The results establish that, for the most part, the learnability criterion is consistent with Leeper's determinacy results, so that in an activemoney/passive-fiscal regime (AM/PF) the "monetarist" solution is learnable and the "fiscalist" solution is not, whereas in an active-fiscal/passive-money regime the fiscalist solution is learnable (and the monetarist solution is not), and in a passive-money/passivefiscal regime neither solution is learnable. In the case of the active-money/active-fiscal regime with 0 < τ 1 < ρ and μ 1 > 1 + ρ , however, Evans and Honkapohja (2004) find that there is a very small set of policy-rule parameter combinations for which the fiscalist solution is learnable-again, see Figure 2 -and a small but much larger set for which the monetarist solution is learnable. In fact, the monetarist solution is learnable for all μ 1 greater than (1 + ρ) 2 in this region. And the monetarist solution features inflation that is stable around the monetary authority's target value. Thus even with the fiscal irresponsibility implied by fiscal responses in the range 0 < τ 1 < ρ, a resolute central bank can have its way with regard to inflation. It should be noted that advocates of the FTPL regard this "monetarist" outcome as the appropriate equilibrium in this case; this is so because while the "fiscalist" equilibrium gives greater weight to fiscal policy in determining the price level, just as in the FTPL, it also implies explosive real bond stock behavior, contradicting the FTPL (see Woodford, 2003a Woodford, , p. 1185 . 19 But the fact remains that a major message of traditional monetary analysis is confirmed by the learnability of the monetarist equilibrium, a message in line with the Friedman statement given earlier that "monetary policy can curb inflation" and does not need "to be backed up by fiscal policy at all."
There are some aspects of the Evans-Honkapohja (2004) results that might appear to be inconsistent with traditional monetarist teachings; there is, for example, a sizable region of policy parameter values (with both policy rules passive) in which there is no equilibrium that is learnable. (This corresponds to region "4" in Figure 2 .) But actually that finding does not refute monetarist analysis. Normative monetarist analysis was invariably expressed in terms of policy rules for control of the money supply, not shortterm interest rates. In the monetarist equilibrium, rule (16) delivers a constant money growth rule in the limit as μ 1 approaches infinity. Thus these non-learnable equilibria can be replaced by a learnable equilibrium by taking this limit and substituting a money stock rule for an interest-rate rule. The message for monetary policy from the non-learnable region is that interest-rate rules with high but finite μ 1 do not always reproduce some of the desirable properties of a money stock rule.
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In any event, the main conclusion for the issue of fiscal-monetary coordination is as follows. Suppose that both monetary and fiscal policymakers are behaving sensibly, i.e., that the central bank is following an interest-rate rule such as (16) with μ 1 > 1 + ρ and the
fiscal authority is setting tax rates as in (17) with ρ < τ 1 < 1 + ρ. Then for any value of these policy parameters within this specified "sensible" region, there is a unique rational expectations solution that is learnable, and it is the monetarist solution. Thus the behavior of inflation is in these cases determined by the central bank's policy rule, regardless of the setting of τ 1 in the fiscal rule. Accordingly, there is no need for policy coordination; neither policy authority needs to take the details of the other's rule into account in designing its own (sensible) policy rule.
With the preceding discussion and that of Section 4 in mind, we are now in a position to reconsider Woodford's (2001, p. 684) arguments that interest-rate rules deliver results contrary to the message of the quantity theory. Woodford notes that an interest-rate peg alongside government debt growth is associated with increases in both the money stock and prices. But he argues that this is inconsistent with the "principle … [of] inflation determination" of monetarist analysis because "the price level may rise… simply because [fiscal developments] are expected" and that "a mechanical connection between the government budget and the monetary base is not at work." But neither of these positions is inconsistent with monetarist doctrine: as we noted, monetarists cited as a "major reason" for deficit-money connections the "roundabout" or "indirect" monetization of deficits via an interest-rate stabilization policy, rather than a direct, mechanical monetization; and they cited expectations of future deficits as a source of inflationary expectations, provided these also triggered expectations of higher future money growth.
In addition, Woodford (2001, p. 684) states that "inflation cannot really be explained" by the quantity theory in this case because the closeness of the money stock and price level paths reflects the increased demand by agents for more nominal money in line with the higher price level. This, however, is simply a statement that agents are on their money demand curve, and that the interest-rate rule makes the money supply function elastic.
Both of these properties are consistent with monetarist predictions; and neither property gives money a diminished (or enhanced) status relative to the role it has in the study of interest-rate rules in other, non-FTPL contexts. Or to put it somewhat differently, the monetarist explanation of inflation describes how private agents' behavior determines inflation in response to government policy rules; and the structural equations describing private sector behavior are the same whether the central bank follows a money supply or interest-rate rule.
The crucial condition, for the validity of the monetarist explanation of inflation, is that alternative monetary policy rule settings could have insulated the money stock path from the effect of the growth in government debt, and thereby also contained the price level path. As we have seen, this condition is met in the "monetarist" equilibria under interestrate rules, though not in the fiscalist equilibria. The issue thus again boils down to the choice between the candidate equilibria; and we have argued that it is the monetarist solution that has greater merit in the vast majority of policy-relevant cases.
The FTPL and the cashless economy
Expositions of the FTPL have occasionally been conducted in models that use Woodford's (2003b, Ch. 2) "cashless limit" economy, i.e., an economy in which advances in payments technology have made private agents' demand for real money balances negligible, so that virtually none of the economy's transactions are carried out using money. 21 We argue here that these two model features-FTPL and the cashless economy-together represent a combination that is unlikely to generate useful or genuinely interesting conclusions.
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FTPL results and cashless-economy setups have both been advanced as departures from orthodox analysis, but the former are actually less striking in the presence of the latter.
The FTPL has been invoked as nonstandard precisely because it produces a different explanation for inflation from the quantity theory of money. The quantity theory describes the inflation process in terms of the adjustment by private agents to increases in the nominal money stock that are excessive in relation to their demand for real balances. 23 The role that contractions in the agents' demand for money make to sustained inflations in this account is confined to contractions that are an endogenous response to expansions of supply. The FTPL, by contrast, provides a channel whereby ongoing contractions in agents' demand for money occur endogenously, even in unchanged supply conditions. It is, therefore, hardly a good basis for demonstrating the novelty of the FTPL to adopt a modeling environment-the cashless limit-in which agents' demand for real money balances has already been eliminated exogenously.
The conflict between promoting the FTPL and using cashless-economy assumptions can also be illustrated through an analogy with Ricardian equivalence. As we noted in the ------------------------------------ 
Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed the properties and plausibility of two versions of the The channel through which this extra term appears in the inflation expression differs across the FTPL-with-money-stock-rule and FTPL-with-interest-rate-rule variants. In the former case, the extra term enters price level dynamics for a given nominal money stock, so that money and prices diverge. In the latter case, the extra term (the bond stock) enters the equilibrium expressions for both money growth and inflation, so that the two series do not diverge (nor do the log levels of money and prices). The FTPL under a money stock rule is therefore strongly nonmonetarist in disconnecting money growth and inflation. The FTPL under an interest-rate rule is less strongly nonmonetarist, as money growth and inflation do move together in equilibrium, but does postulate that government bonds may trigger monetary accommodation even when the monetary authority follows a disciplined interest-rate rule. This property is in conflict with monetarists' claims that indirect accommodation of deficits arises solely via interest-rate stabilization by central banks, and so implies that vigorous interest-rate responses can disconnect government debt from money creation. FTPL modeling with interest-rate rules can thus be regarded as offering a description of the monetary accommodation process that clashes with some typical monetarist propositions, but which still leads to a close money/prices relationship.
Of the two versions of the FTPL, the one with a money stock rule clearly implies irreconcilable differences with monetarist doctrine, due to its allowance for unbounded divergences between money and prices. The FTPL with interest-rate rules differs from monetarist doctrine, but does so to a lesser extent, limited to issues involving the accommodation process. When used as a means of choosing between the FTPL and monetarist equilibria, the learnability criterion tends to favor the latter. The main messages for practical policy are 24 that central banks can control inflation irrespective of fiscal policy and that detailed coordination between monetary and fiscal authorities is not needed for effective macroeconomic policy.
------------------------------------
24 Under the assumed absence of distorting taxes and with finite planning horizons.
